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	 Icelandair is utilizing their #MyStopover campaign to communicate their differential factor        

of elongating vacations by exploring Iceland between travels from America to Europe. Hinging 

on the aspiration of having more time to yourself, the campaign projects Icelandair’s message, 

“Icelandair Gives You Time” by surprising Maine’s Farmer Joe with an Icelandic stopover on his 

trip to Scotland. 

 Nominated by his daughter, who will be accompanying her father on their #MyStopover          

trip, Farmer Joe’s first experience abroad will be curated into a video. The video will include 

home footage of the surprise, Icelandair employees working on the farm, Farmer Joe learning 

agriculture techniques in Iceland, and heading to his ancestor’s homeland. In order for Icelandair 

to fully optimize this marketing opportunity they must ensure the video is crafted for virality and 

strategically promoted for maximum reach and frequency. 

 Within his novel Ogilvy on Advertising, marketing legend David Ogilvy outlines how to          

create advertising that sells stating, “Find out what kind of advertising your competitors have 

been doing for similar products, and with what success.” Recently Turkish Airways, Open Skies, 

and West Jet have produced highly commended videos amongst the tourism advertising realm. 

 Airline marketing has become a practice of squashing consumer qualms about customer          

service, a trajectory which provides minimal recall or sales benefits (Nudd, 2012). Turkish 

Airways split from this norm creating a spot that encompasses the magic of flight through the 

story line of children building their own runway (Nudd, 2014). 



 Open Skies’s used visual storytelling to compare the beauty of Paris and New York in an          

effort to drive sales between the two cities. The video used side by side time-lapse videos that 

communicated in a mesmerizing fashion the culture of each city (Bazilian, 2014).  

 In a context most similar to Icelandair’s #MyStopover goal’s, West Jet sent a father to visit          

his ill son on father’s day. A West Jet employee worked the surprised father’s job while he was 

spending the needed time with his family. The campaign, currently over 900,000 views, 

partnered with the Ronald McDonald house for a more dynamic plot line and featured separate 

video footage of the West Jet employee’s (who was also a father) experience of helping other 

fathers foster a meaningful relationship with their children. (WestJet, 2014). 

 Drawing from each of these example’s Icelandair’s video must project the benefits of          

leisure in a storytelling format, unite Farmer Joe’s story with Iceland’s beauty, and be segmented 

into teasers and additional footage to elongate the conversation beyond the limited father’s day 

time frame. The video should be scripted for two minutes, similar to Turkish Airways and Open 

Skies, and considered the most profitable (Ogilvy, 1983). Alike Open Skies the video should 

begin with two parallel visuals. One a day in the life of Farmer Joe and the other the wonders of  

Iceland. Visuals could include: 

• Farmer Joe’s before dawn coffee beside a father and daughter at a cafe in Rejavik  

• Steeping into muck to tend to his animals beside stepping into the Blue Lagoon 

• Seeing his vegetables fall out of the back of his truck beside the Geysir bursting 

 The voice over, spoken by Farmer Joe’s daughter, should tell of Joe’s dedication to the          

farm and his longing for time off. This portion of the video should last 30 seconds then cut to 

message “Icelandair Is Giving Joe’s Family Time.” The video should unfold by showing behind 



the scenes footage of the surprise then Icelandair employee’s stepping up at the farm. Then 

unveiling trip highlights, showing a few actual scenes of the father and daughter in Iceland and 

then Scotland.  

 The final segment should include the daughter and then the father speaking candidly about          

their experience. Ending with from-the-heart testimonials will increase the videos credibility 

(Ogilvy, 1983). The two should answer questions surrounding how taking time to step away from 

work benefited their relationship and what aspects of the trip they hold most dearly to their heart. 

Grasping the audience through intriguing visuals and copy is integral as Ogilvy expresses, 

“Content of nostalgia, charm and even sentimentality can be enormously effective.” Yet the 

overall success of #MyStopover is also dependent on extensive viewership. 

 The video should be cut into five to ten second snippets or images and pushed through          

Icelandair’s Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram pages. The message should include a countdown 

to the #MyStopver release and suggest that it’s “Just in time for fathers day”. Teasers can indlue- 

Farmer Joe on the farm, a quote from the daughters testimonial, or extra footage of their 

Icealandic adventure. The full version should be released Father’s day morning.  

 Following in West Jet’s success Icelandair should seek out partners who are connected to          

the story. Such as the companies who acquire Farmer Joe’s agrictultural goods. These companies 

could push Icelandair’s content in exchange for cross promotion linking within digital content. 

The video should appear on Icelandair’s homepage, with a clear option for exiting if consumers 

are solely seeking flight information. Press releases should be submitted to local news within 

Farmer Joe’s town and the areas visited within Europe. 



 By drawing on the lessons of its competitors, illustrating Icelandair’s mission in a relatable          

plot line, and taking advantage of minimal cost media channels the #MyStopover campaign 

should reinforce awareness and sales amongst target consumers. 
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